Abstract. This paper is concerned with solution procedures for the p-median problem: the wellestablished heuristic of Teitz and Bart, and the GRIA (Global/Regional Interchange Algorithm) technique developed more recently by Densham and Rushton. A computational scheme is presented which facilitates efficient implementations in both cases. The mathematical basis for the computational scheme is explained concisely by means of set-theory notation, and implementation of the Teitz-Bart heuristic is discussed with particular reference to search and storage considerations in large networks and in trees. In addition, it is shown that the two procedures in general do not terminate at solutions of equivalent local optimality.
Introduction
Extensive attention has been given to the p -median problem as a model of conditions arising in location-planning contexts (for example, see Hillsman, 1984) . The problem was first enunciated by Hakimi (1964) , and was subsequently shown to be NPcomplete (Kariv and Hakimi, 1979) . A heuristic procedure for the p-median developed by Teitz and Bart (1968) has been found to be reliable in terms of solution quality (Rosing et al, 1979) , and for many years has been a basic tool in the fields of network and location planning. A promising alternative to the Teitz-Bart technique has been developed recently by Densham and Rushton (1992a) .
The Teitz-Bart procedure is feasible for problems of very considerable size, thanks to a computational scheme which provides a significant improvement in performance over naive implementations (for example, Rosing et al, 1979; Densham and Rushton, 1992b) . However, the scheme has been reported only in discursive and informal terms (Densham and Rushton, 1992b; Horn, 1987) . This paper is an attempt to give a clear statement of the mathematical ideas underlying the computational scheme, to discuss its implementation under a variety of conditions, and to consider its application in Densham and Rushton's new GRIA (Global/Regional Interchange Algorithm) procedure. For directness of exposition a set-based notation is adopted here, instead of the more common binary-array notation (for example, in Densham and Rushton, 1992a) .
The remainder of the paper is set out as follows. The p-median problem and Teitz-Bart procedure are summarised in section 2. In section 3 it is shown how the exchange-evaluation part of the procedure can be stated in the language of set theory, leading to a localised view of the computations in this step. Section 4 is a consideration of the implementation of the resulting formula, with particular reference to storage considerations in large planar and nonplanar networks and in trees. Section 5 is a summary of Densham and Rushton's new GRIA procedure and its implementation is considered by means of a computional scheme similar to that developed in the preceding sections. In section 6 it is shown that solutions obtained by GRIA are not necessarily locally optimal in the same sense as solutions obtained using the Teitz-Bart procedure. Scope for further research is discussed briefly in the concluding section. The appendix is a summary of the Teitz-Bart procedure as implemented using the computational scheme developed in section 4.
2 The /7-median and the Teitz-Bart procedure The p-median problem refers to a set of demand points and a (possibly identical) set of candidate locations, C, all located at vertices, V, of a network, with m = \C\ and n = \V\. The task is to locate a given number, p, of servers (sometimes called facilitates) at candidate locations so as to serve the n demand points in an efficient fashion. It is assumed that each demand point is fully served by the server located closest to it, so that for each server s there is a discrete primary extent, X s {1 \ comprising demand points served by s. In addition, the cost of serving a demand point v from a server located at vertex s is defined as w v d vs , where w v is the demand at v, and d vs is the length of the shortest path connecting v and s. Thus for a given subset, S, of candidate locations chosen as servers, with |5| = p, the total service cost-the objective function to be minimised-is defined as follows
To find an efficient set of server locations, the Teitz-Bart procedure follows an improvement or 'hill-climbing' principle. It begins with an initial set (perhaps arbitrarily chosen) of server locations S, with S £ C and |5| = p, and seeks to improve that configuration (that is, to reduce the service cost Z s ), through a series of small transitions. A transition is defined as a swap between a server location s and a nonserver candidate-location c, through the demotion of s to be an ordinary candidate and the simultaneous promotion of c to be a server. A swap is carried out only if it will produce a reduction in Z s , and the procedure terminates when no further improvement is possible with the transition rule defined above. The solution so reached is a local optimum, because it is not necessarily the least-cost, or globally optimal, solution for the problem.
In selecting a swap, the choice is restricted to exchanges of a given candidate server c with any current server: by contrast with a strict steepest-ascent method, the procedure thus is governed by the sequence of nonserver candidates in a list C r , C' = {C-S}. It is convenient here to define m = \C' \, i as an index in the candidate list C', and j as the number of candidates evaluated since a swap was performed. The procedure may then be summarised as follows.
Step 1. Initial evaluation: calculate Z s for an initial server-set S and start with / = 0, / = 0.
Step 2. Swap selection: assess changes to Z s associated with swaps of c (c = Q) with each server s (s e S), and select the swap c *> s* which would produce the least increase A cs * in Z s . 3 Analysis of vertex-exchange calculations The computational scheme described in this section focuses on the swap-selection step, which is evidently the 'busiest' part of the Teitz-Bart procedure and is therefore a prime target for computational refinement. For this purpose it is useful to extend the terminology of section 2 to include the concepts of secondary servers and secondary extents. For any vertex v the secondary server, s", is defined as the second-closest server to v, that is, the server closest to v in {S-s v }; and for any server s, the secondary extent X} 2) is defined as the set of vertices for which s is the secondary server. These definitions imply that the primary and secondary extents of a server are distinct, because for any vertex v, s v i {S-s v }. Also, the primary and secondary extents of a candidate server c are defined as the extents which would result if c were simply added to the current server-set S; consequently the primary extent X c {1) of a candidate c intersects with the (mutually distinct) primary extents of S, but X c (1) does not include any current server. As indicated earlier, the purpose of the swap-selection step is to choose a swap between a nonserver candidate c and one of the current servers, based on the consequent change in the total cost Z s . Such a swap entails promoting c to be a server, while simultaneously demoting the selected server s to be an ordinary candidate. These changes induce reconfigurations of primary extents in the modified server-set {S + c-s}, leading in turn to a change A sc in the value of Z s . The reconfigurations occur in three disjoint sets of vertices V u V 2 , V 3 , of which the first two comprise the primary extent of the demoted server s: (1) below, assuming that all vertices have unit weight [that is, that w v = 1 for every vertex v; this assumption is relaxed in equation (3)].
(1)
The three sets mentioned above can be defined as
V^X^n^ + XW),
that is, portions of the primary extent of s lying within the primary and secondary extents of c.
that is, the primary extent of s other than V x .
that is, the primary extent of c other than portions lying within the primary extent of s.
Consequently the terms in equation (1) 
where
Implementing vertex-exchange calculations
The number of alternative configurations to be assessed in the swap-selection stage is equal to the number of servers, p, and for each such configuration a de novo calculation of system cost would require that each vertex should be visited at least once. The implied complexity would then be O(pn) for the swap-selection part of the procedure alone. The preceding analysis can be used to reduce this complexity very substantially by restricting cost calculations to the parts of the network actually affected by potential swaps. In particular, the first of the four major terms in equation (3) is independent of the candidate server c; the second term refers to the primary extent of c; and the third and fourth terms refer to the overlaps (if any) between the extents of c and the primary extent of a current server s. This suggests the following strategy: (a) The A v terms in equation (3) are calculated at the beginning of the procedure, and accumulated for each server in the corresponding element Avec s of a 'preloading' array Avec. (b) The swap-selection step then requires the following operations. First, the Avec array is copied into an array deltas. Second, in a traversal of the primary and secondary extents of the candidate server c, a single quantity delta_c [B v in equation (3)] is accumulated for vertices within X c (1) , and at the same time the 'intersection' quantities (C v and D v ) are added to the elements for the corresponding servers in delta_s. Third, delta_s is scanned to find its smallest element delta_s s *, and hence A cs . = delta_c + delta_s s *. (c) The swap step (executed if A cs . < 0) must provide for updating of the Avec array and data structures dealing with primary and secondary server-allocations.
Besides the arrays mentioned above, it is convenient to keep a record for each vertex, v, of assignments s v , si, and the corresponding distances, d vsv , d vs > An obvious question arises as to how these assignments are determined during the course of the procedure, and indeed how distances are stored or calculated. Similarly, in the foregoing account it is assumed that a procedure exists for direct traversal of the primary and secondary extents of a given server or candidate. To resolve these matters in a way that is efficient both in terms of execution time and memory requirements it is necessary to pay close attention to the network or spatial conditions in which location problems are posed.
The simplest case in this respect is that of a network for which a full vertex-tovertex distance matrix is available, or equivalently a planar network with vertices spatially identified by means of Cartesian coordinates and with distances therefore readily available for any given pair of vertices. Membership of a given vertex v in the primary or secondary extents of a candidate server c can then be determined by comparing d vc with d VSv and d vs >; consequently the extents-traversal process outlined above in step (b) can be carried out (at worst) by visiting every vertex once. The swap-selection stage is thereby reduced to 0(p + n), even though most vertices visited (that is, those outside Z c
(1) and Z c
) have no impact on the result. The traversal can however be restricted to {X^l
} by tracing this region directly from vertex c (which lies within X^ by definition) by using a simple recursive network-colouring technique (for example, marking each vertex visited with the number of the current iteration to avoid duplication over already-traversed regions), terminating at any vertex v for which d vc > d vs >. This reduces the complexity for the swap-selection step to 0{p + n/p).
The method outlined above has moderate memory requirements when applied to planar networks, at the price of substantial Pythagorean-distance computational overheads. For nonplanar networks, the need for a full vertex-to-vertex distance matrix tends to place excessive demands on memory resources as problem size increases (for example, when n > 500).
Densham and Rushton (1992b) describe a technique which avoids these limitations (while maintaining the same complexity) by using sets of candidate and demand strings. The candidate strings record the distances to vertices for each candidate server, and the demand strings record the distances to candidates for each vertex. The entries in each string are sorted by distance from the vertex or candidate server in question, so that (for example) traversal of the primary extent for a candidate c involves simply scanning the candidate string for c until a vertex is found which lies closer to its current server than to c. The storage requirement for the strings is on the order of 2nm, and in its basic form the scheme is therefore more economical than a simple distance matrix only when m < \n. It is possible, however, to reduce the lengths of the strings through the application of a distance constraint, so as to rule out assignments between widely separated vertex -candidate pairs: this reflects realistic locational conditions and is unlikely to compromise the efficiency of solutions reached, provided that the upper limit on service distance is not too small [for example, for a densely connected planar network it is obvious that the limit must exceed {Hjpn) l/2 , where H is the area of the convex hull of the networks. A further implementation of the procedure is available for tree-strucutred networks (Horn et al, 1996) . The acyclic property implies that the path between any pair of vertices in such a network is unique with respect to that pair; consequently when a path v h v ; ,..., v m is traced through a tree, a distance such as d v . Vm can be calculated simply by accumulating the lengths of the links traversed. This makes possible a method similar to the network-tracing method outlined earlier for cases where a distance matrix (or equivalent) is available, but with the notable difference that such a matrix is not required, because all the distances required by the procedure can be calculated 'on the fly'. Thus the application of the procedure to trees is not burdened by Pythagorean-distance overheads and involves only a linear relationship between memory requirements and problem size.
The GRIA procedure
The Global/Regional Interchange Algorithm of Densham and Rushton (1992a) stems from the observation that the Teitz-Bart procedure tends to spend much of its time carrying out evaluations of nonimproving swaps; also, because of the smallness of the average improvement achieved in each swap, the sequence of swaps required to reach a local optimum from a given initial configuration tends to be longer than would be required in (for example) a 'steepest-ascent' procedure. To overcome these inefficiencies the new procedure combines elements from several more primitive heuristics. Computational tests conducted by Densham and Rushton with p = 0.06/z have indicated execution times for GRIA between one third and one fifth those required for Teitz-Bart. Neither procedure, however, showed a consistent superiority in the quality of solutions obtained, with the GRIA results as much as 6% better or 7% worse than Teitz -Bart in this respect.
GRIA involves two types of exchange: a global swap (comprising the 'best-drop' followed by the 'best-add', if this combination reduces Z s ), and a regional swap (exchanging a server s for a candidate vertex lying within the primary extent of the server, if this reduces Z s ). The exchanges are embedded in two separate cycles, which are repeated in turn until no further improvement by either method is available. Densham and Rushton explain that the global-exchange cycle rapidly redistributes servers to give an approximately uniform coverage of servers over the whole network, and the regional-exchange cycle performs local adjustments to this configuration. They also state that a solution found by GRIA is locally optimal in the same sense as a solution obtained by using the Teitz-Bart procedure, in that it cannot be improved through any single exchange s <=> c for s e S, c e C'. This is not invariably the case, as will be shown in section 6.
The GRIA procedure may be summarised as follows. Step 1. Initial evaluation: calculate Z s for an initial server-set S.
Step 2. Global exchanges (a) Drop: find the server s* (s* e S) whose removal from S would produce the least increase A s * in the total cost; in other words s* is chosen to minimise Z {s _ s . } . (b) Add: assuming removal of s*, select the candidate c* (c* e C') whose addition to {S -s*} would produce the greatest decrease A c * in total cost; in other words, c* is chosen to minimise Z {5 _ 5 * +c *}. (c) Swap: if A s * + A c * > 0, go to step 3. Otherwise, carry out the swap as C':c* <= s*,S:s* <= c\Z s = Z s +zl 5 * + zl c *,andgo to step 2 (a).
Step 3. Regional exchanges Start with / = 0, j = 0, k = 0 (/ is an index to servers, j is the number of nonswap evaluations, and k is the total number of swaps in this cycle). Densham and Rushton analyse the number of exchanges carried out by GRIA, and discuss an implementation based on the candidate -demand strings scheme mentioned in section 4. It is therefore of some interest now to consider implementation with reference to the analysis discussed earlier for the Teitz -Bart procedure.
In brief, the drop step in the global-exchange cycle involves evaluation of the cost impact of dropping each server: this is achieved in O(p) operations if the A v quantities from equation (3) are summed in advance for each server. To select a swap partner for the selected server s* in the add step, B v , C v , and D v must in principle be calculated for each vertex in the primary or secondary extents of each candidate c, so that (assuming |X C (1) + Z C
| ~ n/p) the computational requirement here would be in naive terms 0(mn/p). But the summation of B V can be summed in advance because these terms are independent of s*; and the C v and D v are nonzero only for the 0{m/p) candidates whose primary or secondary extents intersect with X s { }\ The calculation of the latter quantities can be confined therefore to the intersection zones (for example, with a network-tracing technique as indicated in section 4, the outer limit in this case being reached at vertices v for which d vs < d vs ). Thus [assuming conservatively \X S {1) n (X^l ) + X^2 ) )\ ~ n/p)] the complexity for a single add-drop sequence is no more than 0(mn/p 2 ).
For the regional-exchange cycle the number of candidates (hence potential swaps) in each primary extent is 0(m/p), and with methods similar to those outlined earlier in this paper, the number of operations required to evaluate each swap is found to be 0(n/p). Thus the complexity of a single regional-exchange cycle is at most 0
[p(m/p)(n/p)] = 0(mn/p).
6 Local optimality and the GRIA procedure It was mentioned in the preceding section that an improving exchange may be ineligible for selection in both the global and regional parts of the GRIA procedure. In order to explain this, it is convenient to consider the impact of a swap s <=> c in the three regions identified in section 3, with the first divided into two disjoint parts. The regions are defined as:
For each region a categorical statement can be made as to whether the reassignments of demand points induced by the swap have negative or positive impacts on the value of the objective function: in summary, the cost impacts in each case are characterised as:
Now it is evident that if X s {1) and {X^ + X^} never intersected, the cost of any swap would be the sum of two independent quantities, one positive (from V 2 ) and one negative (from V 3 ), and selecting the smallest positive quantity followed by the largest negative-using the GRIA drop and add criteria, respectively-would always find a cost-reducing swap, supposing such a swap to be available. But the criteria are not in this sense reliable for swaps involving overlapping service areas (that is, where V la or V lb is nonzero). In particular, the drop step implies an increase in service distance d vs >~d vs for every point v in X s {1) (that is in V la and V lb as well as V 2 ): in cases of overlap this ignores reductions resulting from reassignments of the points in V la from s to c; it also overestimates the increases in V lb , where reassignments are to the candidate c rather than to the secondary server s v '. Thus the drop step can overestimate the cost impact of removing servers, and consequently it is possible for improving swaps to be overlooked in this step. In particular, the globalexchange step will terminate without considering an improving swap s <=> c (A sc < 0 and V la ^ 0 or V lb ^ 0) if for the 'best-drop' server s* [A s * < A s ) there is no swap s* <=> c* such that A s . c . < 0.
The regional-exchange step is intended to find any improving swaps that (as described above) have escaped detection in the global-exchange step. The potential swap-pairs {s, c) examined here are all such that c e XJ: l \ and in every case c e X c
; therefore each pair has a nonempty intersection X s {1) n x} 1] (that is, v la ^ 0). But this does not guarantee investigation of all swaps involving overlapping extents, because the pairs for which c e X s {1) do not necessarily include all the pairs for which X s {1) n X c (1) ^ 0 or X s {1) n X c (2) # 0. Upon termination of the procedure it is possible therefore that an improving swap s <=> c (c i X s {1) ) with V la J* 0 or V lb # 0 remains undetected. Figure 2 shows an instance of the situation discussed above. In the network illustrated here all the vertices are unit-weighted demand points and all are server candidates; there are side branches of unit length from vertices A, B, C, and D to leaf vertices {a 1? ..., d 5 }; and the other links have lengths as indicated. For the current solution {A, B, D}, the global-exchange step in GRIA would terminate after finding that the least-cost drop (dropping server A with A^ -12, versus A^ -15 or A D = 35), followed by the least-cost subsequent add (locating a server at vertex a 1? with A &i = -12) does not produce a net decrease in cost. The regional-exchange step would be executed next, and would find no improving swap. Thus the procedure would terminate without finding the exchange of server B for candidate C, which would have yielded a decrease in cost from 22 to 21. 
Conclusions
The analysis outlined in section 4 provides an efficient and flexible basis for implementation of the Teitz-Bart procedure, and (as indicated in sections 5 and 6) the analysis also throws light on practical and theoretical aspects of the new GRIA procedure. Further research is needed now to clarify the relative quality of solutions produced by the two procedures. In this respect, a broad empirical investigation would be of particular interest, for example, with comparative tests run from multiple initial configurations on several test networks and over a wide range of server densities as expressed by the quantity p/m. The experience of Densham and Rushton (1992a) indicates that the localoptimality result established in section 6 is unlikely to be of great practical significance: as they point out, equivalence in this respect could be achieved in any case through simple concatenation (that is, by a 'macroprocedure' comprising GRIA followed by Teitz-Bart) . The result is disappointing, however, in that it removes what would have been a strong familial connection between the two procedures, and in view of the conceptual attractiveness of GRIA, some effort might be directed at revising GRIA to repair the gap (for example, through minor changes to the regionalexchange step).
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the techniques discussed in this paper are restricted implicitly to conventional computing equipment (that is, uniprocesor workstations or personal computers with memory in the order of tens of megabytes); and even with the fastest currently available platforms of this type, location problems of moderate to large size still require minutes rather than seconds of computational time. There are a number of fields (for example, in transportation and utility-system management) where substantial leverage could be obtained from near-real-time solutions to location problems, and this may well be feasible using parallel computing technology. A systematic approach to domain decomposition is essential to the design and implementation of algorithms for parallel environments (Armstrong and Densham, 1992) , and the analysis presented here may provide a useful basis for work in this area.
APPENDIX Synopsis for Teitz-Bart
This appendix provides a pseudo-code outline of the Teitz-Bart procedure based on the computational scheme developed in the paper. The outline is applicable to all the implementations discussed in section 4.
Step 1 Step 4. Reiterate If/ = m', stop. Set / = / +1 and then if / = m, reset / = 0; go to step 2.
P

